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culvEr city is both ExEmPlary and unusual. it embod-
ies many of the recent redevelopment tropes found at affluent ur-
ban nodes within sprawling horizontal cities across the country. 
it also is a singular place, defined by its history as a center for the 
cinematic depiction of america, part of the placeless “hollywood,” 
at the end of manifest destiny. this year the center explored ideas 
embedded in the land of culver city in an exhibition called Into the 
Heart of Screenland: A Neighborhood Exhibition in Three Parts, which 
opened on april 22, 2011 in the center’s main office exhibit hall, 
located across the street from downtown culver city. 

continued on page 21

A public art occupation in central culver city, california.             cLuI photo

Each statE in thE usa has one point of ground that is higher 
than any other. these are the high points of the nation. some 
are hard to get to, and some have roads and gift shops at their 
summits. some are lower in elevation than communication towers 
and buildings in their state, and some are barely perceptible rises 
of land in farms or back yards. an overview of these high points 
provides an interesting typological and supremely topographic 
portrait of the usa.

The hIGh PoINTS oF AMerIcA
looking Down on thE nation, statE by statE

The parking lot on top of Mount Mitchell, North carolina, the highest parking lot 
east of the Mississippi river.                                                            cLuI photo

continued on next page

editor’s Note
welcome to the thirty-fifth issue of The Lay of the Land. in this is-
sue we look microcosmically at the community of culver city and 
macrocosmically at the nation, through a survey of its highest points. 
we also go from region to region across the country, reflecting the 
breadth of the center’s operations. as part of the thematic focus on 
physical manifestations of cartographic phenomena, we wrap up our 
program about the various centers of the usa (a subject dear to this, 
and other Centers), and, at the moment, we are putting together an 
exhibition about surveying “points of beginning” opening early in 
2012. since the image quality and space in the printed newsletter is 
limited, a number of the articles here are presented a little differently 
on our website, www.clui.org, where full color and larger and longer 
photo spreads are possible. we will continue to create self-contained, 
printed editions of The Lay of the Land, as many of you have expressed 
an interest in it, and we still see value in the physical format–in fact 
we are made of physical formats ourselves, and expect you are too. 
thanks for being there!
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remote high Points
seventeen state high points require relatively serious hikes of at 
least a few hours to get there. of these, twelve could be consid-
ered alpine, or more than 11,000 feet in elevation. the most ex-
treme case of course is alaska’s mount Denali, which despite being 
20,320 feet tall, has been summited by around 15,000 people, who 
generally take two weeks to do so. more people have tried than 
made it all the way to the top, having to turn back due to health or 
weather. more than 100 have died trying.

the other alpine high points requiring major hikes are in western 
states, and are, in descending order: mount whitney, california 
(14,494 feet); mount Elbert, colorado (14,433 feet); mount rain-
ier, washington (14,411 feet); gannett Peak, wyoming (13,804 
feet); kings Peak, utah (13,528 feet); wheeler Peak, new mex-
ico (13,161 feet); boundary Peak, nevada (13,140 feet); granite 
Peak, montana (12,799 feet); humphry’s Peak, arizona (12,633 
feet); borah Peak, idaho (12,662 feet); and mount hood, oregon 
(11,239 feet). because of their remoteness, there are minimal 
amount of constructions at these locations, though a number, in-
cluding mount whitney, have small huts near or at their summits, 
or have ski lifts or alpine lodges halfway up their flanks, like the 
timberline lodge at mount hood.

the next category are undeveloped high points that still require a 
bit of a hike to get there, even though they are not really alpine. 
these include guadalupe Peak in texas (8,749 feet); harney Peak, 
south Dakota (7,242 feet); mount rogers, virginia (5,729 feet); 
mount marcy in new york (5,344); and maine’s mount katahdin 
(5,268 feet, and the northern end of appalachian trail). Due to 
remoteness from roads, these high points do not have a lot of con-
structions on them, though most of these have some kind of plaque 
or monument at their summit. 

west texas’ guadalupe Peak has a stainless steel triangular monu-
ment at its top, placed there by american airlines in the 1950s. 
harney Peak, high in the black hills, a three-mile hike from a 
road, has a dramatic old stone fire tower perched on the side of the 
cliff at the summit. mount marcy and katahdin are both in parks, 
have good views, and are heavily visited by hikers, so their summits 
are often crowded. 

virginia’s mount rogers is the highest of the state high points east 
of south Dakota that lacks a road to its summit. the view-less high 
point is in spruce woods in a state park, four miles away from the 
public road.

Five more of the high points could be considered undeveloped, as 
even though they may be low in elevation they are relatively re-
mote, and because they are low in elevation or are close to higher 
or more scenic peaks in adjacent states, they are not really con-
sidered destinations for most people. these include black moun-
tain, kentucky (4,039 feet); backbone mountain, maryland (3,360 
feet); mount magazine, in arkansas (2,753 feet); mount Frissell 
in connecticut (while not the highest peak in the state, the slope 
of mount Frissell, where it crosses into massachusetts, is at 2,380 
feet, 50 feet higher than bear mountain, the tallest summit in the 
state); and Eagle mountain, the highest point in minnesota, a low-
ly 2,301 foot hill on the upper peninsula, which is a 3.5 mile hike 
from a public road.

not all of these semi-remote, low high points are completely unal-
tered though. maryland’s backbone mountain’s summit is owned 
by a coal company and has a private logging road through it. ken-
tucky’s black mountain has a private road up it to access a tall radio 
tower at its summit. 

but the rest of the high points in the nation, 28 out of 50, are all 
developed in some fashion. some are totally built up for visitors, 
with parking lots and short aDa compliant paths, and others are 
on someone’s farm or ranch. all have some sort of marker indi-
cating their status as the highest point in their respective states, 
whether they are open to the public officially or not.

developed high Points
the tallest of the 28 drivable high points is mauna kea, the high-
est peak in hawaii. with an elevation of 13,796 feet, the road to its 
summit is one of the highest roads in the nation. the road is there 
because the summit is heavily developed with observatories. (the 
highest auto road in the nation, incidentally, goes to the summit of 
colorado’s mount Evans, 14,120 feet, though there is a restricted 
access road to a lab building on the summit of white mountain 
Peak, in california, which is, at 14,252 feet, technically the highest 
road in the usa).

a number of high points on public land have limited access roads 
to viewing towers or former fire towers. in these cases, of course, the 
tallest point in the state becomes the tower, not the ground it sits 
on. these include mount Davis, Pennsylvania (3,213 feet);timms 
hill, wisconsin (1,951 feet), located in a county park with an ob-
servation tower and a taller radio tower that some people climb; 
and spruce knob in west virginia (4,863 feet). some points have 
a simple trail leading from a nearby road to a clearing in the woods 
with a sign and survey marker, such as sassafras mountain, south 
carolina (3,560 feet, though recent grading is said to have lowered 
the site to 3,533 feet).

some high points have publically accessible roads directly to their 
summits, or to parking lots just a few hundred yards away, with a 
graded walking trail leading to the actual summit site and a monu-
ment or viewing tower that dominates the summit substantially 
(making the monument the highest point), such as at mount gray-

HIGH POINTS

hIGh PoINTS
continued from page one

Mount Whitney, the high point of 
california and all of the lower 48 
is seen here lined up in the verti-
cal line of sight arrows at a visitor 
center in the valley below it. The 
summit can be reached by foot on 
a (long) day hike, though a permit 
costs $15, and they are given out 
by lottery, as demand is high. The 
Forest Service limits how many 
people are allowed to be on the 
trails to the summit to around 100 
per day.                        cLuI photo
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lock, massachusetts (3,491 feet); mount mitchell, north carolina 
(6,684 feet); clingman’s Dome, tennessee (6,643 feet); and new 
Jersey’s high Point Park (1,803 feet).

oklahoma’s high point, black mesa (4,975 feet) is another one of 
those highest points that is on a slope of a hill whose summit is on 
the other side of the state line (in colorado), so the highest point is 
on the state line itself. on nature conservancy land, it is marked 
with a ten foot tall stone obelisk that describes distances to other 
near and far places (Texas, 31 miles due south, Kansas 53 miles ENE, 
Colorado 4.7 miles due north, New Mexico 1299 feet due west, etc).

missouri’s high point, taum sauk mountain (1,772 feet) is in a 
state park, and has a road to a parking lot with a well-graded aDa-
compliant path leading to a bench and overlook with a granite 
plaque. campbell hill (1,550 feet) is ohio’s highest point. it is 
dominated by structures remaining from the 1960s, when the air 
Force operated a noraD radar site there as part of the continental 
early warning defense system. the state took over the site in the 
1970s, and it is operated as the hi Point career center, an adult 
education facility. there is a small patio that overlooks the grassy 
slope below, with a state historic sign about the high point, and a 
bench. a weatherproof drawer has a sign in book for visitors.
 
alabama’s high point, cheaha mountain (2,407 feet) is in a na-
tional forest, and has a large stone observation tower built by the 
ccc, and a lodge-style hotel, restaurant, and store. brasstown bald 
(4,786 feet), georgia’s high point, is also accessible by paved road, 
and has a visitor center with a substantial observation tower built 
on the summit.    

the most developed high point in the entire country, though, is 
one of the most severe. at mount washington, new hampshire 
(6,288 feet), which held the record for the highest windspeed on 
the planet until just a few years ago, not only is there a heavily 
used tourist road to the summit, there has been a cog railway since 
1869. up top is a parking lot, museum, post office, restaurant, gift 
shop, transmission towers and support buildings, park offices, and 
the weather observatory. 250,000 people visit the summit every 
year, and a few meteorologists even live there year round.

of the low relief high points that are on private land, most have 

fairly simple monuments constructed by locals, or people who are 
committed to visiting and marking all the high points of the nation 
(people known as high-pointers). many of the midwestern high 
points fit into this category. the owners of the farm where illinois’ 
high point, charles mound (1,235 feet) is located only allow visits 
on the first weekends of the summer months (the rest of the year 
high point seekers can take the elevator up one of several build-
ings in chicago whose upper stories are hundreds of feet higher in 
elevation). hoosier hill, the high point in indiana (1,257 feet) is 
a low wooded rise on privately owned farmland. hawkeye Point, 
iowa (1,670 feet) is next to a very tall farm silo (obviously a higher 
point), and has a nice monument with directional place/distance 
sign poles, carved stones, and other features. mount avron, michi-
gan (1,979 feet) has a sign and a bench in the woods along a remote 
logging road. in the great Plains, mount sunflower, kansas (4,039 
feet) has a couple of nice sunflower sculptures and a plaque. Pan-
orama Point, nebraska (5,424 feet) has a small stone monument. 
at white butte, north Dakota (3,506 feet) there is just a survey 
marker on a small butte, surrounded by farmlands.

The Lowest of the highest Points
Despite being one of the lowest high points and located just 200 
yards from a public road, rhode island’s Jerimoth hill (812 feet) 
had been one of the most difficult high points to reach for a long 
time, as the land owner that controlled access to the property was 
not friendly to visitors (and was well armed, by some accounts). 
Eventually, though, concessions were made to allow visits on five 
days a year, and new owners recently made it available every day 
from 8am to 4pm. the summit itself is an unadorned exposed 
granite rock, a couple of feet higher than the surrounding land. it 
has been owned by brown university since 1952, and used by its 
astronomy department, which refers to it as little mauna kea. in 
December 2011, the state of rhode island announced that it was 
purchasing the site in order to provide public access to it. 

woodall mountain, mississippi (806 feet) rises 300 feet above the 
surrounding plain. a small dirt road leads to the summit, where 
there is a power line pole. much of land in the area is owned by a 
gun club, and visitors are cautioned to take extra care when visiting 
during hunting season. Driskill mountain, louisiana (535 feet), 
rises about 150 feet above the surrounding plain. it’s summit is 
reached on a trail that starts behind a church. there is a post with 
a sign, a small pile of rocks, and a message box at the high point.

the second lowest high point is Delaware’s, and it is so low that 
it’s not even acknowledged as a hill, but simply as a surveying site 
known as the Ebright azimuth (448 feet). a state historic sign 
along a two-lane highway marks the spot, though the actual site is 
said to be in a trailer park 50 feet from the sign. the lowest state 
high point is britton hill (345 feet) on the panhandle of Florida, in 
a small park. there’s a stone monument and a bench. ♦

It should be noted that just about all of the 50 state high points have some 
kind of weatherproof box at the summit, like a metal ammunition box or a 
mailbox. Inside is a sign-in list/comment book, usually supplied by a mem-
ber of the High Pointers Club, a loose network of people who are interested 
in visiting as many of the USA’s high points as they can. The club’s web 
site, www.highpointers.org, is the authority on the nation’s high points, 
and, along with www.summitpost.org, and field research by members of the 
CLUI, is the source of much of the information for this article. 

HIGH POINTS

The view from campbell hill, the highest point in ohio.                        cLuI photo
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FIeLd TrIPPING IN The PITS
clui lEaDs ohio statE into aggrEgatE

aggrEgatE (sanD, crushED stonE, anD rock) is the most 
mined material on earth, and the pits created by its extraction are 
all over the place. Every city has a network of them, since they are 
the source of the primary material for roads, foundations, and any-
thing made of concrete. they are often massive, even a few miles 
wide, and dramatic, with abrupt cliffs, colorful ponds, complex 
conveyors, and conical piles of sorted material. yet they are gener-
ally overlooked, unseen, and, certainly, rarely appreciated by the 
public.  

For these reasons and more, the clui has been engaged in a con-
tinuous investigation into these quotidian extractive landscapes–
how they work, where they are, and what happens to them once 
they are mined out. this fall, the clui was invited to work on 
the subject with a landscape architecture class at ohio state uni-
versity. the class, directed by ben loescher of the clui and their 
professor, Jason kentner, will generate a publication about their 
findings. 

the ohio state project focuses on the belt of columbus limestone, 
the most useful form of aggregate in the region, which runs un-
derneath the state’s capitol of columbus (home of ohio state uni-
versity), and continues north to lake Erie, where it continues to 
be mined from pits on islands that extend beneath the level of the 
lake.

the first of two field trips, conducted in october 2011, looked at 
the full range of local pits, from active and expanding ones, to long 
since closed ones which have been turned into housing develop-
ments or parks. 

to get oriented, we started the day with a visit with the curator of 
the geology museum on campus, Dale gnidovec, who gave us an 
overview of the underlying strata. he described the history of the 
landscape of ohio, starting with the formation of the earth itself, 
followed by the global events that transpired to build up the lay-
ers beneath us. geology, as mr. gnidovec eloquently stated, is the 
book of earth time. the past begins with the oldest, at the bottom, 
and works its way up to the surface, to now. 

once stratigraphically and temporally oriented, we felt a fresh, re-
newed sense of awareness of our place on the surface of the planet. 
with this clarity we headed out for an intense day of encounters.

onto the chartered bus, and to the largest active quarry in the 
region, the columbus limestone pit on Jackson Pike, 15 minutes 
from campus, and just four miles south of downtown. at the gate 
we were met by Jamie sturgeon, public relations officer for the 
shelly materials company, which operates the pit. she escorted the 
bus onto the site for outdoor briefings with the pit’s designers, 
operators, managers, and regulators. 

shelly materials is the principal aggregate supply company in the 
region. it started as a local construction company in 1938, special-
izing in roads when the post-wwii boom set in. the company 
now operates in ohio, indiana, and west virginia, and has 24 sub-
sidiaries with 41 asphalt plants, 28 redimix concrete plants, seven 
rail depots, four liquid terminals, and 45 aggregate operations. 

as is the norm in these days of consolidation and globalization, 
shelly materials is owned by a larger company, oldcastle materials, 
a nationwide supplier of aggregates, asphalt, ready mixed concrete 
and paving services, with 1,200 locations, which, itself, is owned 
by crh international building materials group, a global con-
struction material supplier, headquartered in ireland, with 75,000 
employees around the world. a conglomeration of aggregates.

the Jackson Pike pit is about a square mile in size, and with sur-
rounding processing and storage areas, covers a site nearly exactly 
as big as downtown columbus. it is on the scioto river, the main 
waterway through town, and as a result needs to run pumps con-
tinuously to stay dry. three pump stations in sumps below the 
bottom of the pit are equipped with 15 pumps that remove 20 
million gallons of water per day. the water discharges into ponds, 
and  into the river, and is used to irrigate some landscaping opera-
tions nearby.

the main product produced there is known as “state rock.” this 
is the material that meets the specifications required by the state’s 
road builders. to be state rock, the aggregate (in this and most 
cases) limestone needs to meet standards of durability, compress-
ibility, and uniformity as specified by state and other agencies, in 
order to be determined to be suitable for road construction. this is 

orton hall, built as the geology building on campus, is a lesson in stone. Its exterior 
is clad in geological order, oldest rocks at the bottom, to newest at the top, with 
glacial erratics scattered around outside.                 cLuI photo

cLuI-led landscape architcture class topping a mound in carts while touring Phoenix 
Golf Links, a gravel pit turned garbage dump turned golf course (and once the highest 
point of land in columbus, ohio).              cLuI photo
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Mike dunn, the engineer for the underground portion of the pit, talked to group 
and showed us a model of the mine they are building now.           cLuI photo

an important determination, and one that affects the life and exis-
tence of quarry operations, since road building is one of the largest 
single use of aggregate, and the higher grade rock is more valuable. 
it is used in road beds, as well as  asphalt, which is 95% aggregate.

if the rock does not meet these standards, then the material is con-
sidered “commercial rock,” available for other uses, as determined 
by the regulations and requirements of other commercial construc-
tion industries. the american society for testing and materials is 
one source of specs for determining what quality, size, and shape of 
rock can be used in different applications.

as with most hard rock aggregate pits (as opposed to sand pits), 
the material is blasted out from the solid rock strata along verti-
cal working faces. Front end loaders scoop up the loosened, ran-
dom-sized material and put it in dump trucks which take it to the 
crusher, which grinds the rock to a specified dimension. Different 
dimensions and mixtures are used for different uses, ranging from 
less than half an inch diameter, for concrete, to several inches, used 
in riprap. of the 40 employees at the pit, most work at the crush-
ing and sorting operation. 

with no navigation possible on the scioto, and no rail terminal 
here, all the material leaves the site by truck, at a rate of up to 800 
trucks per day. most trucks can hold 21 tons. selling for between 
$5 per ton (for ungraded #9 gravel) and $10 per ton (for washed  
#2 gravel) it is clear that the largest expense in this business is for 
transportation, and the further the material has to be moved from 
the pit, the more expensive the project becomes. this is one reason 
why cities exist. as cities grow, the close-in aggregate pits become 
surrounded by development. this makes expansion difficult physi-
cally, as new buildings surround the pits, and also difficult due to 
pressure from people in the encroaching communities, who com-
plain about unsightliness of industrial operations and the traffic, 
dust, and noise they produce. the proximity to the urban center, so 
highly valued, can eventually become a liability that forces many 
to shut down once they have mined out their layer of readily avail-
able limestone, or even before. 

some quarries are finding another solution–going underground. if 
the mineral rights of property adjacent to the pit can be acquired, 
then the layer of rock can continue to be mined by tunneling into 
the vertical wall, leaving the surface property undisturbed. ten 
years ago there were around 200 underground aggregate rock 
mines in the country. now there are more than 300. 

they have just started one here at Jackson Pike, extending the 
quarry northwestward by tunneling underneath land owned by 
the county. shelly materials found that the operating cost of ex-
tracting gravel from underground was nearly the same as from a 
pit, requiring just the initial purchase of around $150,000 in new 
drilling equipment. and because underground mining is regulat-
ed at a federal level, alot of the local regulations and state permits 
required for surface mining are not applicable, which simplifies, 
expedites, and economizes the process.  

once we had completed our tour and discussions at shelly materi-
als, we headed back up from the pit level, onto the surface plane, to 
look at some examples of pits that have shut down and been filled 
in. we didn’t have to go far, as this southern part of the city along 
the river is the most heavily excavated. the area immediately north 
of shelly’s Jackson Pike pit was deeded to the city of columbus in 
2007 for use as the city’s main car impound lot, a large-scale mar-
ginal use typical of such post-industrial lands. some of the fill used 
to level the site came from a waste incinerator, which brought up 
some contamination issues. they were solved not by removing the 
material, but by having the official flood plain boundary moved 
instead. 

big empty pits on the edge of the city are often simply too tempt-
ing to not fill with unwanted waste. not that long ago, in the 
years before environmental regulations required lining and isolat-
ing landfills from watersheds, gravel pits and marshes were where 
urban trash went. across the road from the Jackson Pike Pit is a 
pit that was filled with trash, known as the model landfill. by the 
time the landfill was closed, it contained five million tons of waste, 
and was a mound more than 60 feet tall–the highest ground point 
in the region. 

the landfill was operated by the solid waste authority of central 
ohio (swaco), which began to work with the contamination is-
sues at the site after closure, by installing wells to collect leachate 
and slow the migration of contaminants into the groundwater, and 
installing gas pipes to collect and burn the methane. the landfill 
was also covered in a less permeable clay cap to reduce the amount 
of moisture flowing into and out of the buried waste. Development 
possibilities for the grounds are limited, due to the unstable land-
fill grounds and the fragile impermeable layer under the topsoil. 
one use that was considered possible was a golf course, so to help 
defray costs, one was built. it opened in 2000–the first golf course 
on a landfill in the state. 

the course was designed by tim nugent, of nugent golf inc, 
a golf course design firm who has completed several landfill-to-
golf course projects. this is a “links style” course, meaning that 
it has no trees, as trees would damage the clay closure cap. the 
185 acre course has over 6,900 yards of manicured bentgrass tees, 
fairways and greens, and dozens of bunkers. the major vertical 
obstacles are methane vents, fenced off with signs warning of flam-
mable gas. located next to the freeway, and with a good view of 
downtown, the course is moderately priced and moderately popu-
lar. since composting waste generates heat, the ground is slightly 
warm, which, in the winter, means the course has more snow-free 
days than others in the area. another unique feature is that the 
course actually has 19 holes–one is kept in reserve for when any of 
the standard 18 are out of commission for repairs due to subsid-
ence issues. these points and more are conveyed to the group as we 
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are shown around the site by the course’s manager, charlie castle, 
who led the group of 20 people, including the bus driver, as well as 
two representatives of the ohio state Department of natural re-
sources’ Division of mineral resources management, who joined 
us at the last stop, traveling in a convoy of electric golf carts. after 
the tour, we headed into the ryder cup grille (“the 20th hole?”) 
for a lunch of hot dogs and apples. 

after lunch, the group boarded the bus again and headed to the 
other cluster of pits around columbus, also located along the 
scioto river, four miles upstream of downtown. this area is less 
industrialized than the cluster downstream, and is more impacted 
by the encroachment of residential development. only one pit re-
mains active. 

we arrive at Quarry lake Drive, where a gated community called 
the Quarry apartments opened in 2005, built around a now 
flooded former quarry, which has been incorporated into the de-
velopment as a scenic recreational focal point. we stopped across 
the street from the development and climbed a small and distinct 
mound. this is the shrum mound, a native american mound 
believed to have been built 2,000 years ago by members of the 
adena culture, and one of the few remaining conical native burial 
mounds left in the region. it’s a nice reminder that ohio residents 
have a good history of heaping and mounding as well as excavat-
ing. From the top of the mound it became clear that it is located 
on an isthmus of sorts, a narrow strip of surface-level land be-
tween two former pits, one turned into the housing development, 
and another, nearly a mile long, hemmed in by mckinley avenue 
and the railroad tracks, and slowly filling up with water. a na-
tive mound at the fulcrum between two deep gouges. we imagine 
what a nice cross-sectional relief drawing this would make. 

a mile north, further up the river, we approach the operating part 
of the marble cliff Quarry, which once covered much of the area, 
but now is limited to a half-mile square pit, the last of the ac-
tive pits in this area. it is operated by shelly materials too, and 
the company has had to work extensively with the encroaching 
neighbors to continue here. a new entrance road was constructed 
at great expense to route trucks more directly onto commercial 
streets. the mile-long road wraps around the edge of the quarry 
property, and is lined with trees that obscure the pit.

at the office we meet up with mike matoszkia, shelly’s area op-
erations manager, and tour the pit. this is one of the more historic 
quarries in the state. it started out as a dimension stone quarry 
in the mid 1800s, and was the source for limestone for the state 
capitol building, as well as limestone aggregate for ohio stadium 
and large portions of the columbus freeway system. many older 
houses in the area have stone foundations and window sills from 
this pit. it was operated for years by the kauffman family, with as 
many as 400 workers on site, including at times inmates, breaking 
rocks by hand. the site was originally considered favorable be-
cause it had less than 10 feet of glacial overburden on top of a 250-
foot deep bed of silurian and Devonian limestone and Dolomite. 
but after more than a hundred years the original formation has 
been nearly exhausted, and no highly prized “state rock” remains. 
they used to mine as much as 2 million tons a year here. now they 
do around 400,000 tons, mostly construction-grade aggregate for 
asphalt and concrete used in residential and commercial develop-
ments. 

though shelly materials operates the quarry, the site is currently 
owned by the specialty restaurants corporation, based in orange 
county, california. the company operates more than a dozen res-
taurants and banquet facilities around the country, mostly along 
waterfronts, such as the reef, on long beach harbor, brady’s 
landing restaurant, on the ship channel in houston; the rusty 
Pelican, on biscayne bay in miami; and a pivotal site in columbus 
too, the river club restaurant, which dominates the confluence 
point of the olentangy and scioto rivers, and overlooks the down-
town skyline. the company seems to be curating vistas, or at least 
considers the view as an important element of the dining experi-
ence. we’re not sure if they have plans for the marble cliff Quarry 
or not, but with its tall highwalls and location next to the dam on 
the scioto, it will make a nice deep lake, someday.

the last stop of the day was at the Darby bend lakes area of the 
Prairie oaks metropark, an example of a former quarry site re-
turned to public use. located eight miles further west, along big 
Darby creek, this group of quarries closed many years ago, and the 
site is slowly being returned to a “natural” condition by the state 
of ohio metroparks division naturalists, including tom cochran, 
who meets us at the site. the stripped topsoil and heavy compac-
tion of the quarry days are still evident in the middle of the park, 
where a barren and hard denuded look prevails. the ponds, not yet 
surrounded by the planned native vegetation, look stark and de-
cidedly unnatural. the fact that some are a hundred feet deep and 
have pallets, christmas trees, and plastic items tossed in there by 
the parks department to create habitat for the native fish they are 
stocking them with now, somehow distances the site even further 
from its intended naturalness. once we learn that one of the ponds 
has a designated dog swimming beach, but otherwise swimming 
is not allowed in the park, and that the park is the site of wag-
fest, an annual dog festival with an attendance of more than 1,500 
(dogs), it makes sense: it’s not really a park for people, but it’s a 
perfect park for people with dogs. 

the field trip heads back to campus in the fading light, thinking 
that maybe the best use for an abandoned quarry is as an aban-
doned quarry. a few weeks later, on a second trip, exploring the ag-
gregate realm at the top of the state, this sentiment was reinforced. 
but an account of that will wait for another day. ♦

bus trips in the bottoms of ohio.                     cLuI photo
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SeeING The ForeST ANd The TreeS
chicago’s architEctural saFari boat tour

unlikE most citiEs with lots of tall buildings, chicago 
has a wide watery crack right through the middle of it, providing 
enough space between the buildings to actually see them. this 
could be part of why the city attracted so many innovative design-
ers of the modern era–they knew that if they built next to the 
water, their building would not be occluded by the next big thing 
to come down the road. 

or not. but whatever the cause, the effect is that there is a veritable 
frenzy of architectural tourism on the water, like nowhere else out-
side venice, probably. more than a dozen boats with a capacity of 
120 or more people pace endlessly, back and forth, passing each 
other over and over throughout the day as they conduct 90-minute 
architectural tours. and they seem to be full to the brim most of 
the time, selling out hours or days ahead of time, and loaded with 
people on the top deck, exposed to the sky, looking up as directed 
by the amplified voice of the building interpreter.

Thousands of people take the architectural boat tour in chicago every day during 
the warmer months.                             cLuI photo

For those in a hurry, or if you just like speed, the Seadog speedboat architectural 
tour takes 75 minutes instead of the usual 90, and even includes a fast ride out on 
the lake.                            cLuI photo

strangely, though, the buildings when viewed this way are stark 
monoliths. the scale is huge, and there are few references of a hu-
man occupation, except the repeating motifs of fenestration that 
imply a stratigraphy of stacked humanity. there are no visible 
people, nor much of anything else besides masses of mass along the 
shoreline, except an occasional kayaker, or someone anomalously 
on a balcony. the buildings, when viewed from chicago’s rivers, 
look like they were made not for people, but for architecture. 

which is at least partially true. this is not a complaint, it’s an ob-
servation. the experience of an architectural boat tour is one of the 
great things to have done in chicago, to be sure. it is an anachro-
nistic futuristic history lesson, an oldschool modernist activity that 
should be done over and over and over, at least once. ♦
A photo tour of this aquatic architectural safari is on our website at www.clui.org.

chicago Architecture Foundation’s river cruise is generally considered the most 
informed architecture tour, led by unpaid volunteer “docents” as opposed to “tour 
guides” like the others. They use the boats belonging to chicago’s First Lady cruises, 
which has three yachts with 120 to 200 passenger capacity.                   cLuI photo

chicago history Museum’s river Tour is conducted on board chicago Line tour 
boats, the Ft. dearborn, Innisfree, and Marquette. This tour integrates a cultural 
and historical perspective to the city and its architecture. chicago Line is commis-
sioning a 400 passenger boat, under construction in Wisconsin at the moment, that 
will be twice as large as any other tour boat on the river. It will be made of steel from 
the nearby burns harbor plant, and be electric-powered by 80 tons of batteries. 
                         cLuI photo

Shoreline Sightseeing’s Architecture cruise draws from the company’s large fleet of 
nine touring boats, including the Voyageur, Star of chicago, and bright Star.                     
              cLuI photo
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TeSTING The WATerS
Probing thE bounDariEs oF thE nyc watErscaPE

nEw york city’s watErFront is often perceived as an 
impermeable wall. the fact that it mostly is (an abrupt vertical 
wall of stone or concrete) is both an intention and a reflection of 
this condition. the water is what separates the city from itself, and 
it is also the only space where all the boroughs come together. it’s 
shared space, and it is free, unscripted, unpossessed. it is a space of 
freedom, still, at least in theory. 

Every year the number of interesting explorations of this idea and 
this watery space increases. last summer’s “sea worthy” series of 
projects, for example, arranged by gowanus studio space, Eliz-
abeth Foundation for the arts, and Flux Factory, included boat 
building workshops, expeditions, presentations, exhibitions, and 
other projects about new york city’s aquatic realm. it included the 
sold-out “boatel” set up by the artist constance hockaday, where 
people could stay overnight on rafts and boats parked at a marina 
in Far rockaway. back in 2005, the place-based arts organization 
minetta brook (named after a waterway that used to run through 
manhattan) arranged to physicalize robert smithson’s “Floating 
island” idea, with the whitney museum (which was showing a 
smithson retrospective exhibit at the time). based on just a sketch 
he made in 1970 showing a park installed on a barge being towed 
around the city by a tugboat, they created just such a thing, and it 
was so. in 2008, creative time showed the artist matthew buck-
ingham’s film about the hudson river aboard water taxis plying 
the waters. then there was olafur Eliasson’s “waterfall” project, 
also in 2008, not on the water but made of water, which brought 
another level of attention and form to the water’s edge. and re-
cently, in october 2011, a floating dome sculpture assembled by a 
group led by slo architecture was on its way to being installed in 
the harlem river, when it got away from them, and was wrecked 
on the shores of rikers island. 

some of these projects, such as swoon’s 2008 raft trip down the 
hudson (starting in troy), and mary mattingly’s “waterpod” 
(2009), seem to be inspired in part by Poppa neutrino. he was a 
legendary boat hobo visionary who lived aboard a self-built barge 
at Pier 25 in manhattan in the 1980s, and crossed the atlantic in 
1998 in the first “junk raft” to make the trip. 

other forms of recent creative acquaticism in new york’s waters 
are of a more exploratory nature, using vessels to examine the place  
and perceptions of it, as well as various methods of staying alive 
and afloat. artists like bob braine, marie lorenz, and Duke riley’s 

It’s a line, it’s a circle: The circle Line tourboats go around Manhattan, and around 
and around...                         cLuI photo

journey’s into the fringes and vestigial islands of the East river for 
example, in kayaks camouflaged with floating debris, homemade 
dinghies, or wooden submarines, even, and their encounters with 
authorities, help test the limits and sustain the reality of open wa-
ter as free space. countless other urban explorers probe the rich 
curiosities along the urban water’s edge on their own, from the 
potter’s fields at hart island to the sinking fleets off staten island.

institutional diversity is increasing in the watery realm too. the 
metropolitan waterfront alliance, started by the municipal art 
society in 2000, has become a major force encouraging favorable 
public shoreline development with water access.  there are now 
more than a dozen official places to launch a kayak on manhattan 
and on the East river, and local water-access organizations, such 
as the long island city community boat house and other canoe 
and kayak clubs are increasingly popular, and influential. creative 
small cultural organizations, like the hudson waterfront muse-
um in red hook, and Proteus gowanus, explore their respective 
places. newtown creek and the gowanus canal, both some of the 
most hyper-urbanized and polluted watercourses in the nation, are 
now popular places for post-industrial kayak safaris. the opening 
of governor’s island to the public over the last decade, and the 
scheduling of creative public events there has also helped draw 
people to the water, and given us a new perspective from which to 
view the waterfront of the city.

members of the clui have done a bit of probing along gotham’s 
urban shores too, to get a sense of the size and shape of it, and 
to explore the possibility of developing public programs along its 
fringes. one thing for certain, is it’s changing quickly. an inter-
esting waterfront needs complexity, diversity, and utility. if it all 
becomes a park, we will fall asleep on the grass and die of boredom. 
it’s the haphazard mix of forms, with a range of activities, includ-
ing unplanned ones, that makes an urban waterfront alive and part 
of our lives. the possibility of uncertainty and discovery are criti-
cal to keep a public engaged with a place, whether it is technically 
theirs or not. but in this case, the water around the city–this city 
and others–is still all of ours. in fact, open water may be the only 
true commons left in america. the fact that open water is here, in 
the densest population center in the country, makes it especially 
valuable. ♦
A description of a circumnavigational journey around Manhattan, depict-
ing and describing points of interest, logistics, hazards, and accessibility, is 
online on our website at www.clui.org.

Pier d, a long-standing collapsing relic, one of the last undesigned spaces on the 
hudson shore of Manhattan (seen here in a 2008 photo, with Trump’s towers rising 
up in the background) was removed in mid January, 2011. The old lighterage piers 
were monuments of decay, immortalized on the cover of the 1982 photo book Dead 
Tech: A Guide to the Archeology of Tomorrow. here tomorrow is now yesterday.        
               cLuI photo
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cLuI NorTheAST oFFIce uPdATed
will suPPort rEgional activitiEs this summEr

thE cEntEr’s northEast oFFicE in troy, new york, has 
a new addition, an interior space that has been converted into a 
construction trailer, to match other clui regional offices, which 
are all completely, or partially, in office trailers. this was done for 
practical reasons, as the standardized size of most clui facilities 
makes the planning, production and installation of equipment, 
displays, and furnishings simpler, and more efficient, as well as to 
reflect the transitory state of things in these times. ♦

Flexible and functional office trailer interior at cLuI:Troy.                    cLuI photo

uncle Sam’s grave, in Troy.                                        cLuI photo

thEy torE Down city hall in troy this year. the mayor, 
poetically, called the event “an addition through subtraction.” and 
though few miss the building, another few were disappointed to 
learn that the city government is still around, relocated just a few 
blocks away, for the time being. where it will go, nobody knows.

the modernist brutalistic angular and moldy old city hall was built 
in 1974, when urban renewal projects were sweeping the country, 
addressing economic blight as if it was a problem created (and 
cured) by architecture. a row of victorian commercial buildings 
in the center of town was demolished to make way for the free-
standing new seat of government, and its concrete parking garage.
a year ago, after months of delays, the mayor ordered demolition 
to begin on December 31, 2010, the last day of the year, so he 
could keep his promises, and so as not to jeopardize the state’s $2 

Troy’S urbAN reNeWAL reNeWed
city hall gonE, unclE sam still in his gravE

Troy’s city hall was sacked by the Trojans themselves this summer to make way for 
new urban renewal.                                                                        cLuI photo

million restore ny grant, already appropriated for the purpose. 
the demolition was soon halted though, as the city council had 
not given the go ahead, the contractor’s methods were being chal-
lenged, and the neighbors were complaining. the partially demol-
ished building sat for six months while the contractor sought out 
bonds, and the city was cited for starting the demolition before the 
asbestos situation had been assessed and abated. 

things were straightened out and demolition started up again in 
June, and by July the building was gone. the city then officially 
transferred ownership of the site, 1 monument square, to the de-
veloper who won the contract to build a new mixed use project 
there, troy city center llc. the project is part of a larger redevel-
opment of the city’s downtown hudson river waterfront, also be-
ing planned. today’s urban renewal renewing yesterday’s. Perhaps 
appropriate for a city whose motto is ilium fuit, troja est, a line 
from vergil’s Aeneid, about the ancient grecian war for the city of 
troy (illium), literally meaning “ilium was, troy is,” and generally 
meaning that the past is dead, and lives on. 

city hall erased itself without a clear plan for the future. it is cur-
rently in leased space in an old verizon building, a building which 
is owned by a local losing bidder for the redevelopment project, 
who also owns the building next door to the old city hall, and who 
was making complaints about the shoddy and hasty demolition ef-
fort. the city does not expect its lease in the verizon building will 
be renewed in their favor.

other sites considered, and so far rejected, include the massive and 
ornate old Proctors theater, empty for decades, and the old ken-
tucky Fried chicken block, where the fast food building has been 
shuttered for nearly a decade. but it is unlikely there will be mon-
ey to build a new city hall from scratch anytime soon, and the city 
is full of empty space, needing use. a plan to move to downtown’s 
Dauchy building, already owned by the city, is on hold for various 
reasons, including choking on the $2.2 million it is expected to 
cost to move there, and the fact that due to lack of space, relocat-
ing there may require turning the old porn theater next door, shut 
down by the city a few years ago, into the city council chamber. 
tee hee.

as with most small cities, local politics, played out through build-
ings, can be as revealing as they are entertaining. but it seems this 
city’s fictions are often stronger than its facts. this being, after all, 
where santa claus made his first appearance (in 1823, when The 
Night Before Christmas was published for the first time, in the local 
paper), and where “uncle sam” lies buried in a local graveyard. 
ilium indeed. and so on. ♦
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CeNTRAL STATeS ReGION

the next morning, after a visit to home Depot to beef up the safety 
chain (and a pledge that motel 6s were not to be considered in the 
future, despite their occasional proximity to home Depot) the crew 
set out eastward again.

south of kansas city towards the lake of the ozarks, through mis-
souri towns with funny names like Peculiar and tightwad, the Ex-
hibit unit arrived at its first exhibition site: the little community 
of Plato, missouri, designated as the Population center of the usa, 
based on the 2010 census. the exhibit unit was leveled and steps 
were set up next to the post office in the middle of town, next to the 
monument erected by the census bureau that spring. 

as a few visitors came and went, the crew headed out to see the “ac-
tual” population center point as it was mathematically determined, 
located a couple of miles out of town, in the woods, on private 
land. (the monument, however, is in the middle of the village, as 
the land owners, the census bureau, and the rest of the community 
thought that would be a better spot.)

bob biram, the unofficial mayor of Plato (it’s unincorporated)  took 
the group to the hartzog Farm, a couple of miles out of town, 
where we met meg sartain, one of the owners of the old and sprawl-
ing farm, who let us through the gate, out to pasture. we started 
down a path headed towards the spot in the woods where the sur-
veyors from the us coast and geodetic survey and the census bu-
reau had first been, in the spring of 2011, to visit the actual spot 
they had calculated to be the center of Population. they had left a 
small pile of rocks to mark the site. 

ceNTer’S ceNTerS oF The uSA TourS 
ceNTerS oF The uSA
a cEntral PErambulation

The cLuI exhibit unit at the “geographic center of the 50 states,” one of the cen-
ters of the uSA.                            IMAM/cLuI photo

thE cEntEr’s Exhibit about thE different centers of the 
usa traveled to different centers of the usa this summer, inside 
the center’s mobile exhibit hall. the exhibit, called Centers of the 
USA, was produced by the clui and the institute for marking 
and measuring, and depicted and described eight different centers, 
such as the geodetic center, the geographic center, and the pop-
ulation center. the self-contained traveling exhibit made a loop 
around the middle of the country, stopping to open to the public 
at a number of central locations, ultimately covering a distance 
of 2,972 miles. this distance is similar to the length of traveling 
from coast to coast. if it was divided in half, we would be back in 
the middle, where we started. 

on august 8, the exhibit unit left lebanon, kansas, where it had 
been on view for a year, next to the monument indicating the cen-
ter of the contiguous united states. the first stop on the journey 
was thompsons ok tire center, in beloit, 60 miles away, to get 
some new skins for the long journey ahead. 

Dinner was at bosselmans travel center in salina, with chris 
cook of the salina art center, which had assisted by hosting the 
imam crew when they outfitted the trailer with the exhibit a year 
ago. then the crew made it to topeka for the night.

The official surveyed site of the Population center, as calculated by the census 
bureau, in the woods on private property a couple of miles outside of Plato, 
Missouri.                                           cLuI photo

The cLuI exhibit unit traveling from one center to another.                 cLuI photo

The cLuI exhibit unit next to the new census bureau monument in Plato, 
Missouri, population center of the uSA for the next 10 years.              cLuI photo
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The exhibit unit returns to Lebanon, at twilight’s last gleaming.   IMAM/cLuI photo

With the centers of the usa exhibit and tour program completed, the 
Center’s Exhibit Unit will stay in Lebanon, Kansas indefinitely, to con-
tinue to support research and programming related to the central parts of 
the United States. 

Of all the Centers of the USA, the one near Lebanon, Kansas, the Center 
of the 48 states, feels most like the center to us. With sincerest apologies to 
our friends at Belle Fourche, South Dakota (the Center of the 50 States), 
as well as to the entire states of Alaska and Hawaii, its just a lot easier 
to imagine a contiguous continental mass’s center than one that balances 
the “peripheral” states, separated by the voids of the Pacific, or Canada. 
Even though it isn’t, Lebanon, Kansas seems more like the middle of the 
USA than western South Dakota does. Plus, Belle Fourche has a fancy 
new plaza and visitor center about its center-ness, while Lebanon doesn’t. 

So with that being said, the Center’s Central States Regional Center is 
now officially based out of Lebanon, Kansas. The exhibit unit will remain 
there, open for public visitation, with the exhibit centers of the usa 
on view, for the time being. Access information is available by calling the 
CLUI’s main phone number. 

Visitors to the Centers of the USA exhibit at one of the centers of the uSA.            
                  IMAM/cLuI photo

center of the nation information center, with several interpretive 
enhancements made in 2007. the exhibit unit was opened to the 
public, and passers-by included a number of motorcyclists, as this 
was biker week in nearby sturgis. 

after some time there, the unit was hitched up again, and taken 
20.8 miles north to the “actual” site of the center of the 50 states, 
located in a field north of town. a few more visitors came in, re-
ferred by the information center, and following the travels of the 
exhibit on Facebook. 

after that, the unit went to a remote pullout on highway 85, to 
commemorate a more obscure center, located nearby. the center of 
the 49 states was the center of the usa for a few months in 1960, 
after alaska had been admitted to the union, but before hawaii 
joined later that year. no monument exists, though the pull-out 
had some abandoned restrooms, concrete slabs, and a former over-
look with a view of the hillside where the 49 state center remains 
in its obsolete oblivion. 

the next day, back on the road for the long journey back to leba-
non, where the exhibit unit would settle into its new home. ♦

Floods had shut down interstate 29, making a detour necessary to 
get to omaha for the night. the next day, heading west on inter-
state 90, severe thunderstorms threatened. west of exit 208, when 
the skies blackened and the wind picked up, the crew pulled over 
to the edge of the highway and stopped. Just then, a gust came, 
tipping the exhibit unit, gently, on to its side. the trailer stayed 
attached to the truck hitch, lifting the dual wheeled F-450 into the 
air. the police and tow truck came and the trailer was righted, since 
there was, strangely, no damage except a bit of a twisted hitch. 

the crew was on its way again. a visit with a welder in wall, south 
Dakota fixed the trailer hitch, and the exhibit unit soon arrived in 
belle Fourche. this was the first stop at the center of the usa, the 

after fording a stream and entering a thicket, the group arrived at a 
small clearing with the slumped-over rock pile and a small ameri-
can flag. we all savored the moment of poise, imagining being 
surrounded, equally, on all sides, by everyone else in america. we 
were a statistical center of consensus, a remote balanced fulcrum. 

the exhibit unit stayed open through the evening, then was opened 
again the next morning before we packed up and headed back on 
the road to the next destination: the geographic center of the 
usa, near belle Fourche, south Dakota. 

The cLuI exhibit unit at the Center of the Nation Visitor Center in belle Fourche, 
South dakota.                             IMAM/cLuI photo



home on the range cabin, Athol, Kansas
20 miles from the Center
a small preserved wood and stone structure (now next to a private house near the 
town of athol), is where Dr. brewster higley homesteaded and lived in 1871, when 
he wrote a poem called My Western Home. the poem was put to music by a neighbor, 
a civil war bugler named Dan kelly, and a refrain was added when the song was first 
performed, by a local judge. the refrain evolved into “Home, home on the range,” and 
once Franklin D. roosevelt called it his favorite song, it became popular nationwide. 
it is now one of the most well known songs in the world, though it is an expression 
of the simple life long ago, here, at this exact spot. the cabin is owned by a trust cre-
ated by the land owners, the rust family, who lived at the site for 75 years, and who 
refused all offers to buy and move the cabin, powerful offers from the likes of walter 
knott, of knott’s berry Farm, in southern california, and harold warp, who appar-
ently gave them a blank check, which they returned, blank. the unattended cabin, 
still in its original home on the range, is open to the public all the time, and a guest 
book awaits any visitors.

Golden Spike Tower & bailey yard, North Platte, Nebraska
150 miles from the Center
located near the center of the nation, less than 50 miles from 
the 100th meridian, this is said to be the world’s largest railway 
yard, where more than half of union Pacific’s rail traffic passes 
through at some point. throughout the 150 parallel tracks at 
the eight mile long yard, trains are assembled, reconfigured, 
and loaded at a rate of around 120 trains and 10,000 freight 
cars per day. in addition, maintenance facilities repair locomo-
tives and railcars at the yard. the yard is a popular spot for 
railfans who can watch for the numbered locomotives from a 
special visitor platform that offers a view of the yards. the visi-
tation facilities were significantly upgraded in 2008, with the 
opening of the golden spike tower, an eight story structure 
built in the shape of a railroad spike. at its top levels are obser-
vation decks with touchscreens, plaques, benches, and viewing 
scopes. at the base of the tower is a gift shop.

PoINTS oF INTereST WIThIN 150 MILeS oF LebANoN, KANSAS, ceNTer oF The uSA

Lebanon, Kansas

Garden of eden, Lucas, Kansas
53 miles from the Center
the garden of Eden is a half-acre lot in a small kansas town, transformed 
over the years with elaborate sculptures, towers, and furnishings, starting 
in the early 1900’s, by its owner, samuel Perry Dinsmoor. the sculp-
tural park, now owned by garden of Eden, inc., is part populist political 
commentary of the day, part Freemason symbolism, and part christian 
preaching. it is an early remaining example of what some people call vi-
sionary environments. the surrounding town of lucas has developed into 
a major folk arts community, with the grassroots arts center and several 
galleries, and is the home base for the “world’s largest collection of the 
world’s smallest version of the world’s largest things” traveling mu-
seum.

harold Warp Pioneer Village, Minden, Nebraska
50 miles from the Center
harold warp assembled what is called the largest 
private collection of americana here in his home-
town of minden. the collection contains 50,000 
everyday artifacts from 1830-1960 (mostly), housed 
in 26 buildings, and includes 12 historic buildings 
moved to the site and arranged around a village 
green, 350 antique cars (including the “second old-
est buick in the world”), and the largest collection 
of restored tractors. warp’s fortune, spent largely 
on this museum, came from his company, warp’s 
Plastics, a chicago-based extruded polyethylene 
products manufacturer, making plastic sheeting 
used largely by the agricultural industry. his col-
lection, though smaller, more quotidian, and rural, 
has similarities in form to henry Ford’s museum and 
greenfield village, in Dearborn, michigan. a sign 
above the door reads: “For thousands of years Man lived 
quite simply. Then, like a sleeping giant our world was 
awakened. In a mere hundred and twenty years of eternal 
time Man progressed from open hearths, grease lamps and 
ox carts to television, supersonic speed and atomic power.”

Platte river road Archway Monument, Kearney, Nebraska
63 miles from the Center
a westward migration history museum and road-side attraction, that spans interstate 80, like an 
archway marking the transition from East to west, and west to East, or like a covered bridge to 
nowhere. opened in 2000, the museum was designed by a team from the walt Disney company 
and is full of full-size dioramas of people, carts, and wagons, and live staff dressed in period garb. 
it’s located here because it’s the middle of the country, pretty much. the interstate is the latest 
version of the transcontinental route (from new york to san Francisco), and follows the historic 
Platte river in this stretch, as well as the original path of the lincoln highway. 30 miles further 
west on i-80 is its mid-point, mile 1,450 of the 2,900 mile long highway, and 20 more miles west 
is the 100th meridian, one of the historic transition points between east and west. the 300-foot 
long building was assembled next to the interstate, then wheeled out and lifted into place, reduc-
ing the needed closure of the interstate to 12 hours.



Art Farm, Marquette, Nebraska
85 miles from the Center
art Farm is an internationally known artist residence pro-
gram, located deep in the fields of nebraska. residents 
spend months at the site creating art that reflects the 
site and region, or not. at the center of art Farm is a 
sculptural and architectural wonder created by art Farm’s 
visionary founder and director Ed Dadey, who has been 
piling barns on top of one another. there is no shortage of 
abandoned farmsteads in the region, and no doubt some 
more of them will find their way to art Farm.

Naval Ammunition debot, hastings, Nebraska
54 miles from the Center
the largest of the navy’s wwii inland ammunition 
depots, this facility covered nearly 50,000 acres, em-
ployed 10,000 people, and had 2,200 buildings, in-
cluding weapons manufacturing plants and hundreds 
of ordnance storage igloos. it was built here to be far 
from the coasts, out of potential harm’s way, and to 
be equidistant from the atlantic and Pacific fleets. it 
produced around 40% of the navy’s munitions during 
the war. the navy closed the facility in 1966, though 
reserve forces continue to train here.  other tenants on 
site include a community college, and an industrial 
park, with some civilian ordnance-related production. 
the united states Department of agriculture oper-
ates the meat animal research center here, and re-
search cattle roam some of the grounds. most of the 
buildings and storage igloos are still unused.

Second Longest Grain elevator, hutchinson, Kansas
127 miles from the Center
this 2,600 foot long concrete grain storage terminal in 
hutchinson, kansas, is the nation’s second longest grain 
elevator (after a 2,700 foot long one in nearby wichita).  
built in 1961, it is known as terminal J and is operated 
by archers Daniels midland. the elevator, incidentally, is 
the tower in the middle that lifts the material into sur-
rounding storage vessels, in this case hundreds of adjacent 
concrete silos.

Lebanon, Kansas

Land Institute, Salina, Kansas
91 miles from the Center
a well-known and innovative sustainable ag-
riculture research and advocacy organization, 
headquartered in this suburban-looking house, 
surrounded by trails and research gardens, 
outside of salina kansas. the land institute 
researches and promotes agricultural methods 
that reduce soil erosion, decrease dependence 
on petroleum, natural gas, pesticides and her-
bicides. not simply a scientific organization, 
the guiding principles of the land institute 
originate in the broader realm of culture and 
society, and from an awareness that many of the 
historical great societies of the world have fallen 
due to the failure of their agricultures. lectures 
and events are held regularly at the institute, 
attracting visitors from all over the country.

SAc Museum, Ashland, Nebraska
145 miles from the Center
this museum for the strategic air command 
opened in 1998, and is one of the largest 
military museums in the world. the origi-
nal museum, conceived by sac commander 
and Pentagon-builder general curtis lemay, 
opened in 1959, on the grounds of the sac 
headquarters at offutt air Force base, locat-
ed 20 miles to the east–a strategic location 
at the middle of the country. security and 
space issues there led to a drive to build a new 
museum off-site. For much of the cold war, 
sac was the military agency responsible for 
deploying the nation’s nuclear arsenal against 
the enemy. the 300,000 square foot museum 
and education center contains numerous air-
craft, including an sr-71, as well as fixed 
and traveling exhibits. it is now called the 
strategic air and space museum, reflecting a 
change in the museum, away from its origins.

Largest ball of Twine, cawker city, Kansas
23 miles from the Center
it seems to be an earnest trope of the heartland 
to have a “largest ball of twine” attraction, 
but this is one of the superlative superlatives. 
located a few towns southeast of lebanon, in 
cawker city, kansas, this one is, most cer-
tainly, the largest ball of twine closest to the 
geographic center of the 48 states. it is also 
officially the “largest sisal twine ball built by 
a community,” as opposed to the “largest sisal 
twine ball made by a single person,” at Darwin 
minnesota, or the “heaviest ball of twine,” still 
being built in lake nebagamon, wisconsin, 
or the ripley’s believe it or not “largest twine 
ball” in branson, missouri. unlike the oth-
ers, the cawker city ball is outdoors and open 
to the public, and twine is kept on hand for 
passers-by to add to it. currently it has about 
1,500 miles of twine on it, enough, appropri-
ately for its central location, to stretch to one 
coast, or the other.  



Temporary home depot intent on serving customers in tent between buildings.  
           cLuI photo
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on may 22, 2011, a F-5 tornado hit Joplin, missouri, gouging a 
half mile wide, 7 mile long belt of utter destruction through town. 
Everything in this routed out swath was ripped up and blown 
away. 7,000 homes were destroyed, 18,000 cars were flung around, 
500 commercial buildings were demolished. telephone poles were 
snapped off. and 162 people were killed. this was the worst tor-
nado strike in the usa since 1947, and the most expensive so far 
(17,000 insurance claims and $3 billion in damages).

it was a sunday afternoon. more than half of the deaths were people 
at home. 14% were in cars. and a lot of people were out shopping 
with their families. the tornado went from west to east, carving a 
cross section through this community of 50,000. it landed first in 
the rural outskirts, then through the increasing density of devel-
oped housing blocks, crossing south main street a mile south of 
downtown. then it crossed the main commercial strip, range line 
road, a mile north of Exit 8 of the interstate, with golden cor-
ral buffet, kFc, taco hut, red wing shoes, and walmart super-
center number 59, then through a industrial/warehouse area, the 
eastern residential outskirts, then crossed interstate 44, and disap-
peared back up into the sky. 

203 people were in the walmart when the tornado hit the cin-
derblock big box. 200 of them survived. across 20th street, at 
the home Depot, 29 customers and employees were amidst the 
canyon-like aisles of the warehouse retail store. when the tornado 
appeared, employees directed everyone to the break area room at 
the back of the store, and locked the doors so they would not blow 
open. through the glass doors, an employee saw several people try-
ing to get in from the parking lot. he let them in, but none of them 
made it to the safety of the back of the store. 

the wind ripped the roof of the home Depot off, and the unsup-
ported tilt-up concrete walls toppled over like dominos. it was over 
in less than 90 seconds. the 28 survivors in the back were lucky 
that the wall next to them fell outwards, away from them, though 
some were saved from collapsing walls only by the happenstance of 
a sturdy desk. 

JoPLIN’S hoMe dePoT IN eye oF The STorM
whEn tilt uPs Fall Down

Joplin, Missouri’s retail strip stripped by an unnaturally disastrous tornado this summer.  
               cLuI photo

building codes in most of the tornado prone parts of the country 
require commercial structures to withstand up to 90 mph winds. 
an F5 tornado like this one has winds around 225 mph. the tilt up 
method of construction, where walls are slabs of concrete, poured 
flat on site, tilted up vertically, then secured primarily by connect-
ing them to the lightweight metal roof is a common and cost-effec-
tive method for making big box buildings. 

hundreds of home Depot stores like this one, as well as those of 
other retailers and warehouses, are built this way. with block con-
struction, which is more common, when walls fail they break apart, 
rather than fall as a continuous slab, causing less collapse and dam-
age. such was the case at the walmart across the street. 

Joplin’s home Depot began selling lumber, roofing material, and 
whatever it could get, out of its parking lot, soon after the tornado, 
supplying much-needed building materials for repairing and re-
building Joplin (lowes, less than half a mile down the street, but 
barely damaged, was open the day after the storm). 

in less than a month, home Depot opened a 60,000 square foot 
temporary store in a tent-like structure in the parking lot in front 
of the remains of the old store, while a new home Depot building, 
with slab wall construction, is being built on the old site. it will 
be the first home Depot to have a storm shelter, even though local 
codes don’t require it.

it has been said that there is no such thing as a natural disaster, since 
tornados, floods, and earthquakes are natural occurrences, whose ef-
fects, disastrous or otherwise, are on the buildings,  structures, and 
people that we place, unnaturally, in their path. terrestrial attacks, 
like what happened in Joplin, where, in even the less demolished 
areas, trees are debarked before they are snapped off at their bases 
or uprooted, test this otherwise sensible notion. they demand that 
we rethink how far we should go to limit the disaster. while we 
are not in complete control of the weather yet, nor shall we be for 
some time, we are, currently, entirely in control of mediating it’s 
effects. ♦
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GPS GuIdeS cLuI To GArMIN hQ
grounD truth anD lost knowlEDgE

thE cEntral Parts oF thE country draw many logistics in-
dustries and infrastructures to it, such as the western railroad’s 
headquarters, yards and operations centers (in places like omaha, 
st. louis, and north Platte), the continental pipeline and energy 
company koch’s headquarters (in wichita), and the military’s op-
erations centers, like the strategic air command, satellite con-
trol centers, and ammunition plants (in omaha, colorado springs, 
and kansas city, respectively). another such headquarters near the 
middle of the map of the nation is garmin international, makers 
of the leading models of consumer gPs units. 

though its parent company is in the uk, the company’s main 
campus in the usa is located, fairly centrally, in olathe, kansas, 
in the business park sprawl of southwest kansas city. the company 
has grown quickly since its inception in 1989, and now employs a 
few thousand people, most of them here, and at a manufacturing 
center in taiwan. the company is vertically integrated, meaning 
it designs, builds, and markets its products itself, in house, main-
taining control over the process, and enabling it to respond more 
immediately to developments in technology.

the consumer gPs industry boomed in 2000, when the military 
turned off the intentional interference that reduced its accuracy 
for non-military users, known as “selective availability.” with sa 
terminated, a consistent accuracy of at least 15 meters could be 
expected, and the small devices marketed to consumers, for use in 
aircraft, hiking, cars and boats, became more reliable and popular. 
garmin, and their principal competitor, magellan, based in silicon 
valley, have sold more than 100 million devices since then.

most of these are the car-oriented gPs units that sit on the dash-
board, reading the satellite signals through the windshield, and 
plotting your position on a map. if queried to do so, the device 
speaks to you, and tells you where to turn to get you to your 
planned destination. the accuracy now is uncanny, and is improv-
ing all the time, as software is enhanced, and new corrective sys-
tems go online.

The cLuI made a recent visit to Garmin’s headquarters, to see the place that changed 
how we navigate and how we deal (or don’t deal) with understanding where we 
are.                             cLuI photo gPs is still based on the constellation of 24 satellites launched by 

the us military, 12,000 miles above the earth’s surface, circling 
the globe twice a day. Each of them is about as big as a car, and 
transmits their signal with less than 50 watts of power supplied 
by a solar panel. the signal each satellite emits (at least on the l1 
band–the l2 band, also emitted, is more precise, but is available 
just to the military) is essentially a precise time code which, when 
compared with others through triangulation, becomes a gauge of 
distance, since the code’s speed (the speed of light), is a known 
constant. 

there are a lot of variables still affecting accuracy, such as signals 
reflecting on surfaces, clouds, and other aberrations, but these are 
being addressed with enhancements which we are beginning to 
see in gPs units like garmin’s. the current and most advanced 
corrective measure is waas (wide area augmentation system), 
which is being developed by the Faa to aid in aircraft naviga-
tion. once completed, it is expected to be precise and reliable 
enough (better than 3 meters, 95% of the time) to guide airplanes 
all the way to the runway approach. the system uses a network of 
around 25 precisely surveyed ground stations that collect informa-
tion from gPs satellites, compare it with its ground location, and 
transmit the data back to the satellite networks, and then back 
to the gPs receivers equipped to read the additional signal. one 
of these ground stations is at the Faa technical center near the 
garmin headquarters, making olathe, kansas, another centralized 
location in groundspace and infospace.

once available in car-mounted consumer gPs devices, this more 
precise location information will get us that much closer to where 
we are going without needing to have any idea where we are. soon 
enough all we will have to do is steer around obstacles, and around 
all the other clueless people. ♦

GPS equipped smartphones are taking a bite out of Garmin’s niche. 
Though too bad for Garmin, one possibly good effect is that at least people 
can’t talk on the phone if it’s in the midst of telling you where to go. Or 
maybe there is an app to deal with that already.

Going to Garmin, guided by a Garmin Nuvi GPS unit, one would expect some sort 
of electronic homecoming, or at least an acknowledgment of arriving at the mother-
ship. but as we drove around the corporate campus all we got was the same voice, 
over and over, “recalculating,” until finally “…arriving at destination, on left.”        
                                        cLuI photo



Like many of the best attractions in America (disneyland, the Getty center, 
Newark Airport…) Mud Island is accessed by a monorail, though an unusual one, 
as it hangs from a track that is above it, not below it. Monorails are kind of futur-
istic, and foreign: the cars here were made in Italy, and the drive motors are Swiss. 
The two trains run back and forth opposite one another, passing one another in 
the middle on separate tracks. The gleaming pyramid in the distance, well that’s 
another story…                                             cLuI photo
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Mud ISLANd
an islanD in thE mississiPPi that is not an islanD 
with a mississiPPi on it that is not thE mississiPPi

2011 was onE oF thE best years for extremely bad weather in 
the usa. heat in texas, tornados in alabama and missouri, and 
floods all over, from north Dakota to the atchafalaya, to vermont. 
most of the high waters converged on the mississippi river since it 
drains two thirds of the continental usa, prompting the govern-
ment to open the morganza Floodway gates in louisiana for the 
first time in 38 years, intentionally flooding one area to save some 
others. 

the transformation of the mississippi into an engineered continen-
tal  plumbing mechanism, leveed for thousands of miles, and with 
valves that can be a mile long, turning on and off rivers, is one of 
the largest single systemic constructions in the world. while it’s 
hard to get one’s mind around something so vast, there are two 
places in the country where this has physically been attempted. 

one is the mississippi model, a 200 acre 1:2,000 scale functional 
model of the river made over a thirty year period by the army 
corps of Engineers, now rotting in a field outside of their head-
quarters in vicksburg, mississippi (and the subject of an exhibi-
tion by the clui in 1995). 

the other site is the mississippi riverwalk, a half-mile long con-
tour map of the river, located on the shore of the mississippi itself, 
in memphis, tennessee. this model of the river allows people to 
walk the length of the river at a very “human” scale, where one step 
equals about a mile. the journey along the meandering miniature 
channel, from illinois to new orleans, is punctuated by interpre-
tive plaques noting regions and features, and ends up in the gulf of 
mexico, represented by a one-acre wading pool where paddle boats 
can be rented. 

the mississippi riverwalk was built as part of a larger park design 
for mud island, an old sandbar on the river, next to downtown 
memphis. mud island first appears on maps in the late 1800s, 
and for much of its life was notable mostly as a hazard to naviga-
tion on the river. the development of the island was conceived in 
the 1970s as part of the nation’s bicentennial fervor, but wasn’t 

high water at Mud Island in May 2011. The park’s landscape is established at a point 
that is around three feet above the highest recorded flood on the river, which has come 
close to inundating its miniature cousin on a number of occasions.           cLuI photo

completed until 1982. the park, which includes an amphitheater, 
museum, and restaurant structures, as well as the riverwalk, was 
designed by memphis architect roy harrover, whose other civic 
accomplishments include the memphis international airport.

though mud island is actually a peninsula now, connected to the 
land at its northern end, harrover’s design called for a futuristic 
approach to the park, in the form of a hanging monorail over the 
water. the trip takes just a couple of minutes, and ends at the 
top of a building that provides an aerial view of the missississippi 
river model and the full sized analog that surrounds it. 

visitors to mud island arrive via a tall bridge, along which runs a 
dangling monorail. once on the island and descending to ground 
level, visitors have the option of entering a museum that focuses 
on regional history and the river, and includes a towboat pilot-
house display, full-size talking mannequins of mark twain and 
other historical figures, a “theater of Disasters” showing a film 
about accidents along the river, a full-size replica of old ironsides, 
and a display about the musical history of memphis. the museum 
recently got a few small updates from the company that designed 
it originally, barry howard limited, of santa monica, california. 
barry howard is an interpretive center, trade show, and museum 
display company that has designed dozens of visitor centers, in-
cluding at some of the nation’s most notable landscape attractions, 
such as at mount st. helens, the hoover Dam, and the bay model, 
in sausalito. 

once outside the museum and its gift shop, visitors land on the 
surface of the model, at a point just upstream of memphis. the 
model contains gently flowing water, 1.2 million gallons of it, 
re-circulated every 12 hours through nearly two miles of under-
ground piping. it slopes down from upstream to downstream, pro-
portionately to the real river, though the designers had to cheat a 
little bit with the grades so that they could keep a more even slope. 
other distortions include the exaggeration of the vertical scale by 
more than 20 times, in order to display more physical relief (hori-
zontally the scale is 1 inch equals 175 feet, while vertically 1 inch 
is equivalent to 8 feet.) if it were proportionally as flat as the real 
river that it flows next to, water would be stagnant in it, and the 
sides would barely appear to rise at all. 

continued on next page
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The vertical “watershed walls” depict the areas and drainages of the states that 
feed into the Mississippi, and emit a proportional amount of water over a small 
spillway into the model channel.                                                                cLuI photo

the model is made of 1,746 precast concrete panels, each weighing 
5 tons. the relief on the panels is not continuous, but is stepped, 
like contour lines, giving the effect of being on a map as well as a 
model. Each contour level step is just over an inch, equivalent to a 
five foot change in elevation. 

rather than display the entire mississippi river and its extensive 
watershed, the riverwalk mississippi represents the 950 miles of 
the lower river, from cairo, illinois to the gulf of mexico, begin-
ning just above the confluence of the ohio river with the main 
river channel. the four principal tributaries–the arkansas river, 
the missouri river, the ohio river, and the upper mississippi–
which extend the watershed north to canada, west through mon-
tana, and east to Pennsylvania, are represented with “watershed 
walls,” each emitting a roughly proportional amount of water over 
a small spillway into the model channel.

walking the 2,200 feet/950 miles of the model river, one passes 
dozens of descriptive plaques and markers on the ground. the cit-
ies are represented as light relief maps, made in stone and con-
crete, with roads and other features in inlaid metal. ahP numbers 
embedded in the concrete refer to the distance upstream “above 
the head of passes,” the navigational beginning of the river in the 
birdfoot of louisiana. after that, the concrete slabs of the river 
submerge into the one acre gulf of mexico pool, which is some-
times stocked with catfish. 

at the end of the actual mississippi river, in the full-sized gulf of 
mexico, there is a dead “hypoxic zone,” a product of all the organic 
nutrients and pollution that flows out of the river. in an apparent 
coincidence, on the riverwalk, the gulf of mexico was originally 
intended to be a swimming pool, but the health department for-
bids swimming there, due to water quality problems. ♦
A photo tour of Mud Island is on our website at www.clui.org.

GuLF STATeS rePorT
From thE clui FiElD oFFicE in houston

thE gulF statEs oFFicE is supporting a few regional research 
initiatives in 2011/2012, projects that will become exhibitions and 
publications in the future. its exhibit rooms remain open to the 
public, and contain a display about the oil industry in and around 
houston.

the primary activity at the center’s site in houston in 2011 was the 
continued development and deployment of the texhex vessel, an 
interpretive and research platform for use on inland waterways, built 
by simParch. in may 2011, a series of video programs curated by 
the filmmaker Deborah stratman was presented at different locations 
along the buffalo bayou, as part of her residency aboard the texhex, 
supported by the mitchell center for the arts. 

For another event, in november 2011, texhex headed further up-
stream from its industrial haunts than usual, to the park-like setting 
around the sabine street bridge, where it was on display for the 
buffalo bayou Partnership’s annual fundraising gala (on the bridge, 
which was closed to traffic for the occasion). inside a tent, a few hun-
dred business and arts professionals, including houston’s mayor, 
anisse Parker, ate a catered dinner, and celebrated “confluence,” the 
partnership’s arts program on the bayou.

below the bridge, the texhex floated in the middle of the bayou, 
tethered to the shores, showing its video program to whoever no-
ticed. the program was mixed by Johnny Dekam, combining live 
video footage from remote cameras, with footage shot along the 
bayou by the clui, and selections of narrative films (Waterworld, 
Anaconda, Mosquito Coast, Apocalypse Now) that feature themes and 
scenes deemed appropriate for the context and occasion. ♦

Visitors from the American Association of Museums at the cLuI Gulf States Field 
office for a briefing from cLuI director Matthew coolidge.              cLuI photo

Texhex screening films under the freeway on houston’s buffalo bayou. cLuI photo

Southwest Pass, the end of the Mississippi, entering the mini Gulf of Mexico.  
                cLuI photo
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rITchIe broTherS AucTIoNS
lots oF lots anD signs oF thE timEs

ovEr thE Past FEw yEars, huge used construction equipment 
auction lots have been sprouting on the edges of cities across the 
usa, under the bright orange banners and signs of the ritchie 
brothers company. ritchie brothers is in fact the largest auction-
eer of used heavy equipment and trucks in the world, and these 
auction yards, some as large as 200 acres, with row upon row of 
hundreds of pieces of surplus heavy equipment, are a dramatic 
sight, and a stark reflection of the condition of the construction 
industry. when there is alot of excess construction equipment 
around, things are not going well, unless you are in the construc-
tion equipment auction business. 

though the company has been around since the 1950s, it wasn’t 
until 1998, the year it went public, that it broke the $1billion 
in annual sales mark. over each of the past four years, sales has 
exceeded $3billion. an increasing number of sales are from over-
seas, in growing markets, like india and asia, and the company’s 
website currently offers its auction inventories in 21 different lan-
guages.  

most of the sales are still made on site, at one of the company’s 22+ 
auction yards in the usa. the company selects locations that are 
highly visible, generally on interstates, just outside the region’s 
major metropolitan center’s city limits, where land is cheap, but 
airports and motels are close by. in las vegas, the yard is the last 
development north of the city on i-15; in sacramento it is 25 miles 
north of town on interstate 5; in salt lake city it is 15 miles west 
of downtown, at the tooele exit; in los angeles it is in the inland 
Empire, off interstate 215 in Perris; in Denver it is 25 miles north 
of town on interstate 25. and so on. 

these sites are spectacles, sand boxes full of (mostly yellow) load-
ers, backhoes, excavators, graders, compactors, scrapers, rollers, 
tampers, plows, dozers, trenchers, water trucks, and lifters and 
cranes of every configuration, all lined up neatly in rows of like 
content, like a military parade, or a busby berkeley can-can. in 
parts of the country dominated by agriculture, more of the items 
are tractors, combines, wagons, hoppers, balers, seeders, cultiva-
tors, and the dominant color is green (dominated by John Deere 
products, instead of the caterpillar’s yellow). 

at their largest lot, in orlando, Florida, ritchie brothers sold 
$190 million of equipment in one auction in 2008, and in another 
in 2009, they sold more than 8,300 pieces of heavy equipment in 
an auction that lasted six days. in 2010, they held 336 auctions and 
sold 310,000 items worldwide. Despite this, 2010 sales were down 
$200 million form the previous year (on sales of  $3.28 billion), 
marking a possible downward trend in used construction equip-
ment sales overall. Perhaps this means the economy is picking up. 

we’ll see what the numbers for 2011 add up to, and see if ritchie’s 
auction lotscape expands, or contracts. maybe they should leave 
one dozer on site though, with a ripper attachment, to help the 
vegetation grow back once they are gone. ♦

ritchie brothers Albuquerque Auction Facility sign.                            cLuI photo

NeW MeXIco eXhIbIT uNIT 
morE Programs about thE rEgion

cLuI New Mexico exhibit unit, in Albuquerque.                                    cLuI photo

thE cEntEr’s southwEst Exhibit sPacE in albuquerque 
hosted an display about the history of water management in the 
region, curated by chesney Floyd and Jesse vogler, architects and 
writers based in albuquerque. opened in august, the exhibit was  
called Acequia Space: Water Democracy in the Middle Rio Grande. the 
project focuses on the middle rio grande conservancy District 
as an example of the large scale, scientific administration of water 
resources in the west. 

Established in 1925, the creation of the district transformed the 
hydrology of the rio grande, the lives of its irrigators, and the wa-
ter culture of new mexico. it continues to define the relationship 
of people in the valley to their environment today. 

Production is underway for another exhibit in the space, working 
again with students at albuquerque academy. ♦
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anothEr Full sEason For thE residence program is com-
plete, with several new participants, and several continuing resi-
dents returning to continue or finish their projects. new residents 
this year included the photographer mike osborne, who arranged 
to photograph the interior landscapes of local casinos, and photo-
graphed the ordnance disposal teams on the old bombing range; 
shana mccaw and brent budsberg, collaborators from milwaukee, 
who worked on a project about the pathos of historic western im-
migration; Dan torop, a writer and photographer from new york, 
researching and revisiting mark twain’s travel and writings about 
the region; Patrick kikut, shelby shadwell, and David Jones, teach-
ers at the university of wyoming, who worked together on a series 
of projects that will be installed at wendover next spring; mikael 
lindahl, from sweden, who conducted research for a project for next 
year; and ross robertson, from scotland, who worked on interpre-
tive projects with local senior citizens. 

returning residents included the writer miriam sagan, from new 
mexico; the german photographer Eva castringius; the Florida-
based stereoscopic aerialist william keddell; rob ray; Jen hofer, 
from los angeles, who installed her quilted history project in Ex-
hibit hall 2; rich Pell from the center for Post-natural history in 
Pittsburgh, who is working on a project involving Dugway Proving 
ground; bay area photographer lisa blatt; mary kavanagh, a vid-
eo maker from alberta, and kelly loudenberg, a new york video-
maker whose two new wendover-related videos will be presented in 
our exhibit spaces in the spring.

the living systems research Facility at southbase continued to be 
developed and improved this year by the simParch team, with 
nancy klehm assisting with biosoil experiments, and the land arts 
class from the university of new mexico engaged heavily in water 
collection and irrigation systems. the other land arts class, led by 
chris taylor of texas tech, overlapped with the other land arts 
class for a night at southbase with filmmaker sam Douglas, who is 
working on a new film project about land arts and the american 
west, and who showed his film Citizen Architect, about sam mock-
bee and rural studio.

other classes and field trippers stopped by the clui facilities in 
wendover for a day or two, including some from sierra nevada col-
lege, westminster college, and northwestern university. some, 
like catherine lord’s class from uc irvine, were on an extended 
tour visiting land art sites such as Sun Tunnels and Spiral Jetty. brett 

bLuFFdALe’S NeW PuzzLe cruNchING PALAce
mining thE inFosPhErE on thE wasatch Front

a big construction ProJEct in bluffdale, utah, started in 
January 2011, looks like some kind of mining operation, with piles 
of displaced soil, terraces, and heavy earthmoving equipment all 
over the place. and though it is in a mining district, and just ten 
miles south of the bingham Pit (one of the world’s largest open pit 
mines) the project at bluffdale is not a mining operation, at least in 
the physical sense. it is a new national security agency computer 
processing center–a data mine likely to become the largest one on 
earth.

the facility, the utah Data center, is being built in camp wil-
liams, an already existing military training reservation operated 
by the national guard. the 1.5 million square foot building, ex-
pected to open in october, 2013, will surround a 100,000 square 
foot computer brain that will help the nsa process its load of in-
formation that is expected, in a year or two, to exceed a quadrillion 
gigabytes of data – one “yottabyte.”

the information in this intelligence storage battery will be pro-
cessed continuously to meet the classified security demands of the 
nation as directed by current legislation. Doing so, the building 
will consume 65 megawatts, equivalent to the amount used by a 
medium sized city. this site was selected partially based on the 
abundant electricity in the salt lake area, and the two major elec-
tric lines converging near camp williams. the nsa’s headquarters 
at Fort meade, maryland, has maxed out it’s local grid.

this is just one mega-processing center currently under construc-
tion for the nsa. another, the cryptologic center, is being built 
in san antonio, texas (near a new 500,000 square foot microsoft 
data center), and another billion dollar facility, the security opera-
tions center, is opening next year at Fort gordon, near augusta, 
georgia. the bluffdale site may end up being the largest of them, 
and once equipped, is expected to cost around $3 billion.

From government to private enterprise, digital information is pil-
ing up, and storing and processing it is the future’s infinite task. 
Despite its “immateriality,” information storage is physical, and is 
taking up more and more space and energy. storage and process-
ing capacity is directly related to available energy. it’s a curious 
incident in the poetics of place that this new mega-data farm of the 
21st century is sprouting up next to the copper pit that formed to 
supply the electrical wires of the 20th century. ♦

It’s no bluff on the bluff: bluffdale’s mega-data mine under construction down the 
road from the mega-copper mine.                 cLuI photo

Informal experimentations in form on the salt flats at Wendover.             cLuI photo

GreAT bASIN rePorT
From thE cEntEr’s comPlEx in wEnDovEr



clui’s information line to get the current code). these exhibits 
depict and describe features of the built landscape of the mojave 
region. an experimental walking trail and other features of the 
grounds are open during announced programming periods. ad-
ditional structures and facilities on site are available for researchers 
conducting operations with the clui. 

several programs are under way at the Drs, including research 
and production of sound projects related to spatial dynamics of the 
ground. artist and sound experimentalist Deborah stratman pro-
duced the Desert Resonator, a 75-foot long aeolian harp that trans-
lates the movement of the wind over the ground into sound, using 
a spherical acoustic resonator. 

another related ongoing research program at the Drs, led by 
the center’s steve rowell, explores the phenomenology of sonic 
booms, which link sky, sound, and ground in curious ways. the 
Drs is under an air Force skyspace for sonic boom research, and 
the Drs is used as a collection point for these sounds. more sound/
space projects are planned for 2012, and people interested in sub-
mitting proposals are encouraged to do so. 

another program area, supported by the Drs, studies the devel-
opment of experimental aircraft in the region, which includes Ed-
wards air Force base, Plant 42, and mojave airport, where com-
mercial passenger spacecraft are being developed. also nearby are a 
number of aviation “boneyards,” where surplus civilian aircraft are 
stored and scrapped, encouraging the continued application of the 
region’s moniker “the cradle and grave of aerospace.”

a group of curatorial students from the university of southern 
california, led by the clui, visited the antelope valley and the 
Drs to study crash sites of experimental and exotic aircraft. the 
group met with aviation historian Peter merlin at nasa’s Dryden 
research center on Edwards air Force base, the nation’s historic 
aviation development site. many of the most unusual aircraft ever 
produced were developed at this facility. some led to the develop-
ment of future aircraft, including the space shuttle, others proved 
that breaking the sound barrier, and then surpassing it several 
times over, was possible. the planes leave for test flights from the 
runways here at rogers Dry lake, but some never return. ♦
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thE cEntEr’s DEsErt rEsEarch station, near barstow, cal-
ifornia, supports the organization’s activities and projects in that 
region, the desert beltway around the hinterlands of los angeles. 
the Drs opened in 2000, as part of the museum of contemporary 
art’s exhibition Flight Patterns, and continues to be an asset to the 
clui and its community. 

Exhibits inside the visitor hall at the Drs are open to the public 
year around, using a combination keypad on the front door (call the 

deSerT reSeArch STATIoN rePorT
From thE cEntEr’s Facility in thE moJavE

calibrating the new desert resonator at the drS.                            cLuI photo

uSc students in the Art and curatorial Practices in the Public Sphere program vis-
ited NASA dryden with the cLuI, to meet with aerospace archeology expert Peter 
Merlin, and to assist the cLuI with an interpretive project about experimental air-
craft crash sites. After the meeting and tour of the facilities and archives, the group 
then visited a crash site near the desert research Station.                     cLuI photo

bloom, from the chicago-based group temporary services, brought 
his class of forty students from the Jutland art academy in Denmark 
to wendover, the last stop on their two-week road trip odyssey, trav-
eling mostly in rvs. the tour started in houston, where they also 
stopped in to look at clui activities there. other visitors to wendo-
ver who came by to introduce themselves included the art historian 
Jeff kelly, and Spiral Jetty scholars hikmet loe and ann reynolds.

the annual work party brought more than a dozen clui friends and 
supporters to help fix up the place. work included painting exteri-
ors, installing new exhibits, fixing broken windows, and preparing 
a new building for use as an exhibition space. rich Pell, aided by 
lauren allen, stuart anderson, and leafan rosen, updated and re-
paired the autotour quadra-bike, made by municipal workshop as a 
residence project several years ago. the bike is now back online and 
available for people to take automatic gPs-powered guided tours of 
the old airbase. mathew lippincott and olivia Everett visited from 
butte, montana, and displayed their kite photography prowess on 
the salt flats.

thanks to all the work party 2011 participants: John hogan, Jen-
nifer bennett, Jed lackritz, Philip weil, kate moxham, Dan torop, 
ben loescher, rich Pell, lauren allen, Jen hofer, rob ray, aurora 
tang, John Fitchen, Eric Potter, and william keddell.

the residence program will start up again in april 2012. in the 
meantime, the center’s exhibit spaces in wendover remain open to 
the public all winter. ♦



CALIfORNIA ReGION
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though the center’s mission encompasses the whole of the usa, 
its main office has to be somewhere, and it happens to be in the 
Palms district of los angeles, across from downtown culver city. 
and although the center has talked about elements of the neigh-
borhood before as part of larger regional programs, like the nearby 
oilfields as part of the Urban Crude: Oil Fields of Los Angeles exhibit 
and tour, it has taken us 15 years to finally turn our attention to 
what is right outside our door–at least in a public way.

“the show feels a bit “Wizard of Oz-like,” said clui director mat-
thew coolidge. “we spend most of our time physically and imagi-
natively all over the nation, especially this summer touring our 
centers of the usa exhibit all around the center of the nation, 
based out of kansas. but for this project we found, indeed, that 
there is no place like home.” Even more so in this case, as part of 
this home is down the street at mgm, where they made The Wizard 
of Oz. not in kansas anymore, but in hollywood’s kansas. the end 
of the rainbow is mgm’s–and culver city’s–pot of gold.

the charismatic and ambitious developer harry culver convinced 
hollywood producers to establish studios here even before the town 
was built, taking advantage of open land and creekside filming lo-
cations. so many film studios were based here by the 1930s that 
the official motto of the city was “culver city: where hollywood 
movies are made.” after a settlement with the hollywood cham-
ber of commerce, including a “burying of the hatchet” ceremony, 
the current motto was developed and incorporated into the town 
seal: “culver city: the heart of screenland.” 

the clui exhibit addressed much of the landscape of film and 
television that dominates the history and economy of the immedi-
ate region, from the block-long main street’s famous and frequent 
use as a backdrop for laurel and hardy movies, to the former back 
lots that abounded in town, containing other towns and places, 
like andy griffiths mayberry, tarzan’s jungle, and hogan’s heroes 
stalag 13, now an office park with temporary soundstages for tv 
productions like Cougartown, and Hell’s Kitchen. 

the clui tour also looked at features of the physical urban land-
scape–the back alleys, street furniture, oilfields, communications, 
and traffic control, as well as some of the notable infrastructural 
failures that have occurred here. For example, the 1963 dam failure 
in the hills above town (shown live on television from a helicopter)
where 300 million gallons of water washed away dozens of houses. 
and the gasoline pipeline that blew up in middle of venice bou-
levard (half a block from the center’s office) in 1976, killing nine 
people (and the pipeline is still there). 

ultimately, though, the project is about the identity of this com-
munity, a place that has gone through rapid recent changes. in the 
1950s, culver city dissolved in a way, becoming part of the great 
postwar sprawl of the flatlands of los angeles, television, cars, and 
boilerplate modernism. in the 1990s, the city’s efforts to restore 
its downtown came together, beginning a rebirth of the heart of 
screenland. over the next 15 years the core of the city would be 
substantially transformed by redevelopment projects, an influx of 

Lured by The LocAL
continued from page one

entertainment  affluence, and a housing bubble that only partially 
burst here.

today downtown culver city is in some ways normal–it has a main 
street with a weekly farmer’s market, a trader Joes, a fire station 
next to a police station next to a city hall, and perhaps a few too 
many fancy restaurants and movie theaters. in other ways though it 
is surreal and dreamlike–familiar in an idealized way. it is a place 
built up around an industry of veneers, props, surfaces, and facades. 
if it is the heart of screenland, culver city is the epicenter for rep-
resentational space–a place more like other places than most places, 
and in this way unlike any place else. ♦

Come by the CLUI’s Los Angeles office and pick up a self-guided walk-
ing tour booklet, then take the tour, starting out the front door, into the 
surrounding “Heart of Screenland.” You’ll be guided around to points of 
interest including the gas line explosion site, television production locations, 
communication hubs, unusual public sculpture, active oil fields, the dam 
failure site, and more.

thE clui los angElEs oFFicE houses most of the research and 
production activities for the organization, and contains the refer-
ence library, files, and records. a public exhibit hall at the site is 
open three days a week, with displays, a small bookshop, and other 
information, and serves as a venue for occasional public presen-
tations and events. as the center’s main office exhibition space, 
programming here is both national and local in scale. as a regional 
site, located in southern california, projects that address land phe-
nomena in the california region are featured here. 

During public hours, the center accommodates visits by individuals, 
and groups. school groups, usually at the university level, often 
come by, and are addressed by representatives of the clui when 
possible.  in 2011, academic groups came from as far away as the 
university of auckland new Zealand, and domestically from cran-
brook academy of art, and the university of Pennsylvania’s archi-
tecture Department. class visits from los angeles area schools are 
more frequent, and this year included otis college, sci-arc, art 
center college of Design, woodbury university, caltech, calarts, 
ucla, ucsD, and usc.  ♦

cALIForNIA rePorT
From thE cEntEr’s oFFicE in los angElEs

A series of “superstudio” meetings held at cLuI Los Angeles in early 2011, orga-
nized by Geoff Manaugh, brought together architects and theorists for a brainstorm-
ing session and series of workshops. Ideas here were developed further into an ex-
hibition for the center for Art + environment at the Nevada Museum of Art, in 
reno.                                               cLuI photo



TAKING The ShoWS oN The roAd
clui Exhibits ElsEwhErE

clui Exhibits anD ProJEcts oFtEn travel to other locations. 
sometimes too projects are commissioned for other venues and 
other contexts, or are developed with students as part of a peda-
gogical exercise, or exist in order to explore some new idea on an 
experimental or provisional basis. 

internationally in 2011, clui exhibits were adapted and shown 
in germany (at the hartware medienkunstverein at Dortmunder 
university in Dortmund); in barcelona, spain (at the centre d’arts 
contemporànices), in brazil (at the 8th bienal do mercosul, in 
Porto alegre), in the uk (at the architecture Foundation, in lon-
don), and in new Zealand (at the unitec institute of technology, 
in auckland).

in canada, the clui was invited to work with students at the 
yukon school of visual arts, at Dawson city. led by their teacher, 
charles stankievech, the class looked at points of interest in their 
town, following the methodology of the clui, and the dominant 
regional themes of mining, historic interpretation, tourism, and 
first nations. the class produced an exhibition of their work, and 
a 44-page publication called Dawson City: Mining the Interpretive 
Realm of the Klondike that serves as guidebook to points of interest 
in the region. the project was directed remotely, via telephone 
conferences between culver city and Dawson city (as were other 
projects in the Over the Wire series, which has included projects 
with gary hill, lawrence wiener and iain baxter).

in the united states, clui exhibits and photographs were shown 
at a variety of venues, including at the museum of contemporary 
Photography in chicago (as part of an exhibition called Public 
Works), and in the subways and buses of the los angeles public 
transportation system. on november 17, an excerpt from the 
clui’s Through the Grapevine Landscan screened on los angeles 
metro buses all day during the last 5 minutes of every hour, as part 
of the program Out the Window, and the clui program You Are/
Are Not Here is still on display in the normandie/wilshire metro 
station.

Large format photographs from the cLuI were featured in an exhibition curated by 
charles hood, called Dirt and Other Poetry, shown at Antelope Valley college April 
18-May 6, 2011. Juxtaposed next to each image from the series Ground Up: Images of 
the Ground in the Margins of Los Angeles were quotes about dirt selected by Mr. hood, 
by writers such as William bryant Logan (Dirt: the Ecstatic Skin of the Earth), david 
r. Montgomery (Dirt: The Erosion of Civilizations), as well as John McPhee, William 
Faulkner, oscar Wilde, Walt Whitman, and chuck close.                          cLuI photo

between march 10 and July 3, 2011, a collection of clui photo-
graphs was featured in an exhibit at the utah museum of Fine art 
in salt lake city. the exhibit, called The Smithson Effect, curated by 
Jill Dawsey, explored the influence of the artist robert smithson 
(maker of nearby Spiral Jetty), and was the most ambitious contem-
porary art exhibition ever organized by the museum. it included 
works by vik muniz, tacita Dean, lee renaldo, and 19 others. on 
april 2, clui Director matthew coolidge presented a talk and 
participated in a discussion with sam Durant, melanie smith, and 
Jill Dawsey.

the collection of clui images assembled for the exhibit depicted 
views and features of the marshland at the margins of the great 
salt lake as viewed from approaching and departing commercial 
aircraft flying in and out of salt lake city international airport. 
none of the clui images, all taken out the window over the past 
ten years, were adjusted in any way except to fit them to the frame 
of the large lcD screen on which they were shown in a continuous 
loop. the point was to show what anyone with even a rudimentary 
digital camera would see and could photograph flying in and out 
of the airport.

the project expands on robert smithson’s unrealized proposals 
for the Dallas-Fort worth regional airport in 1966. he imag-
ined making a landscape of shaped forms beyond the runways to 
be seen from the air by passengers flying in and out of the airport, 
and made drawings that described things like “wandering Earth 
mounds and gravel Paths.” the clui photographs suggest that 
this type of aesthetic experience exists, fully realized, in the land-
scape under the northern path of commercial traffic at salt lake 
city international airport, where a complex network of pools, 
paths, channels, mounds and swaths exist in a scale-less, gossamer 
fringescape, the evolving outcome of the inextricable interaction 
between man-made constructions and non-human forces. ♦
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bob cassilly DiED this Fall, in his bulldozer. the creator of 
cementland and the city museum in st. louis, he was among the 
great visionary builders of the post-post-post era. he applied his 
ideas to the physical world, despite all the good reasons not to. he 
renewed the hope that america might not be as constrained as it 
seems to be, and showed that the script of the landscape could be 
scratched-out and rewritten.  he leaves those in his wake astounded, 
confounded and inspired. ♦

bob cASSILLy 1949-2011

SHOWS ON THe ROAd
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booK reVIeWS
booKS NeW To The SheLVeS oF The cLuI LIbrAry

Maphead: charting the Wide, Weird World of Geography 
Wonks, by ken Jennings, scribner, 2011
beyond the anecdotal talk about geography bees and map collectors 
is an interesting overview of systematic travelers, place collectors 
and checklisters, such as the travelers century club, high Point-
ers, roadgeeks, and the guy that visited 8,480 starbucks in north 
america. the best parts of the book are the chapters that look at 
the info-spatial recreational activities that gPs and internet have en-
abled, like geocaching, and the Degree confluence Project. written 
by a Jeopardy champion, the book is peppered with historical refer-
ences, factoids, as well as numerous thoughtful linkages, regarding 
the earth as a plaything, mostly.

The big roads: The untold Story of the engineers, Visionaries, 
and Trailblazers who created the American Superhighways, by 
Earl swift, houghton mifflin, 2011
an accessible history of the people, politics, and process of building 
the interstate system and the first transcontinental roads in the usa, 
starting with the often overlooked influence of carl Fisher, the cy-
clist and racer from indianapolis, who personally paid for some of the 
early roads in the west. these “good road” proponents, along with the 
driven federal road bureaucrats and engineers of the 1920s to 1950s–
thomas macDonald, chief of the bureau of Public roads and his 
associates herbert Fairbank and Frank turner–are largely responsible 
for the way america looks today. their story is ours.

Altered Landscapes: Photographs of a changing environment, 
Edited by ann m. wolfe, rizzoli, 2011
the nevada museum of art first published The Altered Landscape in 
1999, and it altered the landscape of landscape photography. this 
new book, published in 2011, to accompany an epic exhibition, 
shows that the museum has been busy in the intervening years, ac-
quiring images by dozens of contemporary photographers, such as 
michael light, David maisel, Ed burtynsky, victoria sambunaris, 
robert volt, and kim stringfellow. the book, much bolder than 
its early counterpart, is peppered with text and short essays, one of 
which asks, “at what point does it become redundant to refer to 
something as an altered landscape?” indeed!

on the Grid: A Plot of Land, an Average Neighborhood, and 
the Systems That Make our World Work, by scott huler, rodale, 
2010
the author examines the physical connections between his house 
in raleigh, north carolina, and the rest of the community and the 
landscape: where does the garbage go, how does the water come in 
and from where, how the sewer lines work, electricity, internet, land 
ownership, transportation–what is generally called “civil engineer-
ing” and infrastructure, but which is really the mechanics of our ex-
istence. this should be what everyone is required to learn in school, a 
new and relevant “home economics.”

Physics on the Fringe: Smoke rings, circlons, and Alternative 
Theories of everything, by margaret wertheim, walker Press, 
2011
when it comes to the more esoteric reaches of physical theory, most 
people defer to the established ideas of experts, like scientists or gods. 
consensus reigns in this realm where the tiniest deviation can have 
cascading effects. this is hardly a favorable environment for diver-
sity. new ideas are assailed, like white blood cells attacking bacteria. 
the few outsiders, people who become outspoken experts on their 
own theories, are generally worse than ignored. this book by the co-

founder of the institute For Figuring serves as a delicately curated 
and selectively porous membrane between the physics of the estab-
lishment and the rest of the world. since most of us live in the rest 
of the world, i guess we are outsiders too. 

Sidewalks: conflict and Negotiation over Public Space, by an-
astasia loukaitou-sideris and renia Ehrenfeucht, mit Press, 2009.
this academic book looks at sidewalks, the pedestrian connective 
tissue of urban space. it lays the groundwork for more accessible and 
compelling stories that will no doubt come in the future.

The devil’s Punchbowl: A cultural & Geographic Map of califor-
nia Today, edited by kate gale and veronique de turenne, red hen 
Press, 2010
this refreshing and at times startling collection of place-based short 
tall tales of contemporary california is an articulate, idiosyncratic, 
and encyclopedic portrait of this idiosyncratic and encyclopedic 
state.

cities under Siege: The New Military urbanism, by stephen 
graham, verso Press, 2010
the scenario depicted here of the global military security state, its 
control-centered all-seeing eyes, and video-endgame preparedness, 
is apt and compelling, and leaves you feeling vanquished or strident, 
half empty or half full. 

Geologic city: A Field Guide to the Geoarchitecture of New 
york, by smudge studio, 2011
a small and intriguing booklet describing twenty sites in new york 
city selected to represent different elements of terrestrial geologic 
time and space, from the inverted limestone quarry of rockefeller 
center, known as “the rock,” to the mounds of chilean salt barged 
in from south america to dissolve the city’s winter ice. more of this 
please!

Warhol’s dream, by saul anton, JrP/ringier & les Presses du réel, 
2007
a book-length rambling dialog between the artists robert smithson 
and andy warhol, as they amble around manhattan. it, of course, 
is all made up by the author, saul anton, an art theory writer, and 
ends up being mostly about him, not the subject, like most fiction. 
but its an interesting exercise which does make you wonder what 
might have been said betwen these two different and not so differ-
ent people. 

bOOk RevIeWS

clui corps: a-Z: steve badgett, matthew coolidge, helki Frantzen, 
bee harris, Jen hofer, John hogan, Erik knutzen, ben loescher, ryan 
mckinley, meredith mcDaniel, kate moxham, rachel Portenstein, Joe 
Potts, lucy raven, rob ray, John reed, steve rowell, sarah simons, 
Deborah stratman, aurora tang, igor vamos, Philip weil.
newsletter Editors: matthew coolidge, sarah simons, aurora tang.

The cLuI would like to thank the following for their substan-
tial assistance and support of things covered in this newsletter:
the annenberg Foundation, the andy warhol Foundation for the 
visual arts, graham Foundation, the national Endowment for the 
arts, the orphiflamme Foundation, creative capital.
thanks to tellef tellefson, robert tellefson, nicola twilley, Jesse 
vogler, louis schalk, Dan torop, and to the family of morgan cowles.

ThANKS To our FrIeNdS ANd SuPPorTerS

cLuI corPS
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certificate from the visitor’s drawer at ohio’s high point.


